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n compliance with the Health Insurance 
Portability Act (HIPAA) is the law.  

Yet, the higher ideal is upholding the 
confidentiality of those who entrust 
their care to you.  
Everyone wants to do that, right?

Our training program offers

❖ A means to comply with federal requirements to 

train staff and new employees.

❖ An action-oriented approach, complete with 

checklists and benchmarks, to break down the 

HIPAA compliance process in small pieces.  Only by 

breaking it down does it become manageable!
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s If a breach happens and you have a HIPAA 
compliance program in place, potential 
fines will be limited to $25k per year, per 
violation, vs $1.7 million!*
Source: Federal Register

Lack of training and good safety habits  can open a backdoor 

into even the best IT system. 

The top two major causes of breach are impermissible uses 

of private information and poor safety habits.* 
Source: U.S. Office for Civil Rights

3 Steps to Trouble 

1
      

      Bad Click. Infiltration.            Breach.

1  2  3

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2019/04/30/2019-08530/notification-of-enforcement-discretion-regarding-hipaa-civil-money-penalties
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/data/enforcement-highlights/index.html
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Both!  About 40% of the HIPAA regulations cover privacy issues, while 

about 60% relate to security.  That’s because tight security protects 

privacy.

We run on an old it system - is that okay?
Outdated systems pose greater risk of intrusion.  Patches should 

definitely be applied when available.  Plans to update an old IT system, 

to the extent that finances allow, should also be considered.

What can we post on social media?
First and foremost, acceptable social media uses should be clearly 

defined in documented policy and procedures.  There is much to 

beware of -- and above all, signed permissions should be obtained for 

specified official uses.

Can I share pHI with other health providers?
Yes, you may share private information without authorized permission 

as long as:  The provider is a doctor or clinician who must comply with 

HIPAA, and that provider has a past or present relationship with the 

individual, and the information shared pertains to that relationship, and 

you disclose only the minimum necessary information for treatment.

Do not take photos or videos of 
individuals served on personal devices. 
This violates HIPAA unless expressly 
authorized!*
Source: National Council of Boards of Nursing.
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s Our training program emerged from:

● Consulting on privacy and security issues since the start 

of active HIPAA enforcement in March 2016. 

● Thousands of hours of research into studies and reports 

from government and leading industry sources.

● Close attention to new information and developing 

threats reported by the federal government and leading 

news sources.

Michelle Bermea
Risk Analyst

As Lead Risk Analyst for MyHIPAA 
Guide, Michelle Bermea specializes in 
evaluating organizational 
underpinnings required under the 
Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). Michelle 
received her Juris Doctor from 
American University Washington 
College of Law in 2012, with an 
emphasis in health law.  Previously, 
she worked at the Advisory Board 
Company, a health care research firm; 
the U.S. Capitol; and the International 
Monetary Fund. 

Diane Evans
Principal

Diane Evans, Publisher of MyHIPAA 
Guide,  writes extensively on HIPAA 
compliance issues. Guest 
viewpoints have appeared in 
Compliance Today, the 
peer-reviewed journal of the Health 
Care Compliance Association 
(HCCA), The Compliance & Ethics 
blog, and McKnight's Long-Term 
Care News.  In addition, Diane has 
authored and conducted 
accredited training on HIPAA 
compliance for state and national 
associations and for the Cleveland 
Metropolitan Bar Association.
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Our step-by-step training approach 
● We build competencies, one topic at a time, one step at a 

time, in narrowly defined facets of HIPAA.

● Our action-oriented instructions consistently receive 

excellent reviews in post-training surveys.

● Our training breaks down HIPAA compliance into 

manageable tasks, and includes recommendations on 

which job roles should be assigned duties.

what our step-by-step instruction includes
● Required organizational groundwork

● Recommendations on who should be assigned tasks

● Specific management tasks

● Benchmarks for evaluating and measuring success

● Checklists to keep you on track
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course arms employees with the information they 

need to be your front-line enforcers of privacy.

Our On-Demand Staff Training focuses on daily and 

consistent good habits to protect confidentiality in the 

course of every-day work. 

Four segments of training

● Protected health information:  What is it and when 

it can be disclosed, released, or shared.

● Employee Responsibilities:  Covers do’s and don’ts 

for upholding confidentiality in daily practices. 

● Safe use of electronic health information:  Tips for 

online safety - such as watching where you click! 

● Security in physical locations:  Reminders about 

secure workstations and basic good habits, such as 

locking a car to prevent access to a laptop.  (Yes, it 

happens!)
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    Employee Responsibilities for Privacy & Cybersecurity

Duration Summary of Presentation

An Employee Responsibilities Policy is a key 

requirement under the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  Why?  

Because everyone across an organization must 

stand guard as protectors of privacy and security.  

As the Feds emphasize, small measures can 

prevent big problems.  This session covers simple 

precautions that apply to all staff members, such 

as  appropriate internet usage and activities to 

avoid.  

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of an Employee Responsibilities 

Policy

● Daily procedures necessary to align with policy

● Best practices to meet policy objectives

Featured  Content
● MyHIPAA Guide tip sheet to help employees recognize 

threats

● MyHIPAA Guide tip sheet to help managers prevent 

cyber threats

● Checklist on employee responsibilities for privacy 

and security

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leadership
HR

None

1 hour

Protecting privacy is 
everyone’s job!  That’s why 
HIPAA requires training for 
all job levels.
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    Building Security Checkpoints 

Duration Summary of Presentation

Data theft can and does take place within 
offices and residential settings. This 
presentation will focus on simple precautions 
to safeguard private information within 
physical locations -- both in databases and on 
paper.  Think about that box of records 
awaiting  the shredder.  Who might access it?  
And how?  This session will focus on practical 
solutions to common threats that often go 
unnoticed.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of a Building Security Policy
● Risk assessment procedures to identify 

vulnerabilities
● Best practices to secure physical locations

Featured Content 
● “Security Standards: Physical Safeguards” PDF 

from the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS)

● Checklist on responsibilities for securing 
facilities

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
IT Leaders 

None

1 hour

HIPAA says:  Assess the 
security of private 
information in all locations 
where it resides or may be 
accessed. 
*Source: The Feds

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/guidance/guidance-risk-analysis/index.html
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    Controlling Access to Private Information  

Duration Summary of Presentation

Inappropriate access to private information 
remains the leading cause of HIPAA violations.  
Under regulations, access should be limited on 
a need-to-know basis only.  But studies and 
actual cases point to weak or non-existent 
access controls as a common scenario.  This 
presentation will focus on how to control and 
monitor access in all places where private 
information resides.  That includes emails, text 
messages, electronic devices, portable media, 
fax machines, laptops (sometimes in remote 
locations), and in downloads from databases.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of Security Access Controls & 

Monitoring Policy
● Process for implementing safety measures
● Best practices to meet policy objectives 

Featured Content 
● “Security Standards: Technical Safeguards” 

PDF from HHS
● Checklist on access controls and monitoring 

responsibilities  

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Facilities Manager

None

1 hour

Activate Two-part 
authentication 
And never, ever share a 
password.
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    Staff Training & Awareness 

Duration Summary of Presentation

It’s simple:  In order to be on guard at all times, 
employees -- and managers in particular -- 
need to recognize security risks as a matter of 
second nature.  For that to happen, 
organizations need to build awareness 
through effective training and education.   
Training is a key requirement under HIPAA.  
But it shouldn’t be viewed as a check-the-box 
exercise.  This presentation is about equipping 
people with knowledge and understanding of 
how breaches happen -- and what to do when 
they see signs of trouble.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of a Security Training Policy
● Competencies to prioritize in training
● Benchmarks for meeting policy objectives 

Featured Content 
● 7-page “Primer for Staff Training” by MyHIPAA 

Guide
● Checklist on meeting training responsibilities  

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer 
HR 

None

1 hour

In addition to training, HIPAA 
requires sanctions against  
those who violate privacy 
policies & procedures.
*Source: The Feds

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/breach-notification/index.html
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    Assessing & Managing Security Risks 

Duration Summary of Presentation

Risk assessment is a cornerstone of HIPAA 
compliance.  And while your organization may 
have a lock-tight electronic records system, 
you still need to follow the federal mandate for 
an “enterprise-wide risk assessment.”  That 
means risks must be assessed in all electronic 
platforms and in all physical locations where 
private information resides.  This presentation 
will help you identify all the places you need to 
check for possible security weaknesses.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of Risk Assessment and Risk 

Management Policies 
● How to prioritize risks 
● Best practices for meeting policy objectives 

Featured Content 
● “Security Standards: Administrative 

Safeguards” PDF from HHS
● Checklist on risk assessment and 

management responsibilities    

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leadership
IT Managers

None

1 hour

A complete risk assessment 
includes an inventory of all 
places where private 
information resides.
*Source: U.S. Office for Civil Right 

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/guidance/cybersecurity-newsletter-summer-2020/index.html
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    Hold Business Associates Accountable 

Duration Summary of Presentation
HIPAA requires signed agreements with all 
Business Associates -- including anyone outside 
your organization who has potential access to 
private information in any way, including seeing or 
hearing.  Your job is to hold these Business 
Associates to the same high standards to which 
your organization is held for protecting privacy.  
Business Associate agreements essentially protect 
your organization from liability if an outside 
contractor commits a breach in violation of a 
signed agreement.  This presentation will help you 
identify various types of vendors, such as cleaning 
crews, with whom you need a signed contract.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Requirements of a Business Associate Policy 
● Process for identifying Business Associates
● Best practices for managing Business Associate

Featured Content 
● “Business Associate Decision Tree” from MyHIPAA 

Guide
● Checklist on responsibilities for managing Business 

Associates 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer 
Financial Officer

None

1 hour

A Business Associate 
Agreement is your friend! It’s 
your opportunity to clearly 
define permissible uses for 
3rd parties.
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    Permissible Uses of Private Information 

Duration Summary of Presentation

This presentation will cover the major areas of 

permissible disclosures under HIPAA, and when 

documented authorization is required.  This is a 

fundamental element of HIPAA - and 

“impermissible use” is the single largest reason 

cited in privacy complaints filed with the Federal 

government. This session will address the full 

gamut of permissible uses of private information, 

as well as rights of individuals to their own health 

records.  The material will also cover management 

responsibilities to achieve compliance in this area.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Disclosure requirements under HIPAA

● Limitations on disclosures to Business Associates

● The rights of individuals to access their own health 

records

Featured Content 
● “Permitted Uses and Disclosures” PDF from the 

Feds

●  MyHIPAA Guide summary of permissible uses and 

disclosures

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer 
Senior Leadership

None

1 hour
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    Social Media, Marketing & HIPAA 

Duration Summary of Presentation

Social media is a challenge for organizations 
that must protect the privacy of individuals.  
Some aspects of social media relate to 
marketing - and this session will cover best 
practices for marketing purposes.  Other 
aspects of social media relate to the potential 
of staff members to share information via 
posts in ways that could breach privacy.  This 
session will cover guidelines recommended by 
the National Council of Boards of Nursing. The 
guidelines apply well to all staff in any 
organization.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Appropriate uses of social media
● HIPAA requirements relating to marketing 
● Best practices to prevent unauthorized 

postings

Featured Content 
● Social Media Guidelines PDF
● MyHIPAA Guide Social Media Cheat Sheet

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer 
Marketing Team 

None

1 hour

Never, ever post information 
about individuals you serve on 
personal social media 
accounts.
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    Leading Causes of  HIPAA Breaches  

Duration Summary of Presentation

Learn the most common causes of HIPAA 
breaches, and how to reduce high risks to 
the best of your ability.  This course will 
focus on actual breaches, why they 
happened, and how they might have been 
prevented.  Some breaches will occur 
despite the best of security efforts.  
However, carelessness and neglect remain 
top causes of cases reported to the federal 
government. 

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Likely causes of HIPAA breaches
● How to recognize high risks in your midst
● Best practices for preventing breaches

Featured Content  
● 5 Ways to be Cyber Secure at Work, PDF 

from U.S. Department of Homeland 
Security

● How to Recognize and Prevent Cybercrime, 
PDF, Homeland Security

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leadership

None

1 hour
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    Series overview 
● This six-part program guides risk managers and senior 

leaders in evaluating whether their organization’s  

existing  HIPAA compliance program meets federal 

expectations;

● Offers a roadmap for building the organizational 

framework for a managing risks into the future;

● Includes a risk assessment grid that can be completed 

through the course -- essentially giving organizations a 

way to complete a risk assessment that meets federal 

standards.

Assessment Grid Preview
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
                                         1 -  Evaluate your Compliance Program  

Duration Summary of Presentation

This program will cover a 2020 U.S. 

Department of Justice (DOJ) report.  You 

will receive a detailed roadmap for 

assessing whether your compliance 

program meets Federal expectations.  This 

course includes checkpoints the Feds 

expect you to cover when you’re searching 

for the root causes of security weaknesses.  

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  

● Questions to ask in evaluating your HIPAA 

program

● Design elements of an effective program 

● Indicators of effective security in practice 

Featured Content 

● Checklist & task lists  

● Survey to self- evaluate current status  

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leadership

None

1 hour

Risk assessment must cover 
all places where private 
information is received, 
maintained, created or 
transmitted.
*Source: The Feds

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/security/guidance/guidance-risk-analysis/index.html
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
                                         2 - Security Assessment Planning & Objectives                         

Duration Summary of Presentation

Security risk assessment is an essential 
requirement under the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  A 
risk assessment program begins with security 
policies and an organizational framework for 
safe handling of private information on a daily 
basis.  This session will cover the management 
structure you’ll need to carry out a risk 
assessment plan and ultimately a HIPAA 
compliance program.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● 4 overarching policy objectives for risk 

assessment
● Overview of best practices to minimize risk
● A planned approach for meeting policy 

objectives 

Featured Content 
● Checklist & task list
● Top 10 Myths of Security Risk Analysis, PDF 

from the Feds
● Survey to self evaluate current status 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Operations Leaders 
IT Leaders

None

1 hour

Checkpoint: Do you have 
documented security policies 
and procedures and are they 
put to practice?
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
                                         3 - Organize your Risk Assessment                          

Duration Summary of Presentation

When breaches happen, the Feds commonly 
cite the absence of a risk assessment deep 
enough to uncover problems waiting to 
happen.  By looking deep, vulnerabilities come 
to light -- and so do solutions.  True risk 
assessment starts with planning. This session 
will focus on key elements of a systematic 
process for risk assessment.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Establishing oversight responsibilities for risk 

assessment
● Defining risk management responsibilities for 

senior job roles 
● Best practices for independent and systematic 

reporting of security risks to leadership and/or 
boards 

Featured Content 
● “Security Standards: Basics of Risk Analysis and 

Risk Management” PDF from U.S. Department 
of Health & Human Services 

● Survey to self-evaluate current status 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leaders

None

1 hour

Checkpoint: Does leadership 
place a priority on 
confidentiality?
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
                                         4 - Inventory your Security Policies                         

Duration Summary of Presentation

All major privacy and security requirements 
under HIPAA must be addressed in policy.  Are 
all your HIPAA policies in place?  Let's find out! 
This presentation will focus on a process for 
taking inventory of existing policies so you can 
discover what’s missing.  And yes, this is a 
necessary step in risk assessment. 

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● 5 security policy categories identified by the 

Feds
● Full list of HIPAA policy requirements
● Benchmarks for evaluating whether daily 

routines align with security policy objectives 

Featured Content 
● Checklist & task lists
● “Security Standards: Organizational, Policies 

and Procedures and Documentation 
Requirements” PDF from the U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS)

● Survey to self-evaluate current status 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leadership

None

1 hour

Checkpoint: Do you have a 
Security Sanctions Policy in 
place? HIPAA says you must!
*Source: The Feds

https://www.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ocr/privacy/hipaa/administrative/securityrule/pprequirements.pdf
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
5 - The Test:  A Workflow Analysis!            

Duration Summary of Presentation

Policies may set high standards for protecting 
privacy and security.  But do written 
expectations translate to everyday vigilance?  
In other words, do you see staff members 
doing the right things every day to protect 
confidentiality?  You’ll find out through a 
workflow analysis.  This presentation will focus 
on processes for identifying risks due to laxity 
in daily routines -- and solutions for better 
habits. 

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  
● Understanding how breaches happen during 

daily routines
● Hallmarks of safe vs. risky handling of private 

information
● Solutions for making privacy protections part 

of daily routines 

Featured Content 
● Checklist & task lists
● Confidentiality Pledge for Staff by MyHIPAA 

Guide
● Survey to self-evaluate current status 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leaders

None

1 hour

A workflow analysis is often 
a big eye-opener -- revealing 
all the places to improve 
security.
*Source: MyHIPAA Guide field 
experience!
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    Six-part Series: Risk Assessment
6 - The Nitty-Gritty:  A HIPAA Audit         

Duration Summary of Presentation

Get ready to dig deep.  HIPAA says risks 

must be assessed in all electronic platforms 

and in all physical locations where private 

information resides.  This presentation will 

help you identify all the places you need to 

check for possible security weaknesses.

Learning Objectives & Competency Building  

● Taking inventory of all privacy information 

in your care

● Assessing current protections in place 

● Identifying your urgent weaknesses

Featured Content 

● Checklist & tasks list 

● “Security Standards: Administrative 

Safeguards” PDF from HHS

● HIPAA Audit Tool 

Prerequisite 

Audience 

Course Dates

Registration

Link

TBA

Compliance Officer
Senior Leaders

None

1 hour
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Coming Fall 2021!  

This series is the sequel to the Six-part Risk Assessment Series

● Guide you through implementation of a comprehensive 

HIPAA compliance program;

● Help you through management tasks, such as creating job 

descriptions and benchmarks for compliance accountability; 

● Include an annual work plan to help you stay on track, assign 

tasks and stick to deadlines. 

After completing this program, your organization will be set with 

the tools you need to manage HIPAA compliance into the future -- 

from holding board members to confidentiality provisions, all the 

way to an annual work plan (included in the materials) for tracking 

the progress of your HIPAA compliance program.

Snapshot of our Annual Work Plan included in the course 

material 
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n Subscription Pricing

● TBA
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● Security Policies Template

● Breach Response Toolkit

● Business Associate Agreement Templates

● MyHIPAA Guide Compliance Manual

● Two Hours of Consulting, via phone or video 
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      devans@myhipaaguide.com

      www.myhipaaguide.com


